
 TASK 1: Multiple CRs in one go 

- FTE CRs are already approved & tested by the FTE PCS core team, but as a group we 

can focus on some to re-test (additional findings) and check the effect on the IMs’ 

features 

- Test keyboard usage (FTE CRs 74 & 76) if you chose to work in test 3 
- Create dossier from the wizard as applicant (train type as you wish) 

▪ test 1 with public accounts, test 3 if you have access or with RNE’s 

support account (ask RNE to log you in) 
▪ T1 & T2 with at minimum 2 sub-paths, one location or more missing in 

S1, exists in S2 
o 02 Applicant path 

▪ Show earliest/latest/public times CR 81 

▪ Create a use case with midnight crossings 
o 04 Train parameters 

▪ Use “CR 58/62 Copy parameters” - across T1 

▪ Use “CR 59/68 Selection of location/Parameters propagation” CR in T1; 

T2 empty 

▪ Search for the loco by using the National ID field (discover it in the 

Reference data; ask to be added by RNE to the desired IMs and desired 

locos) 
o 05 Sub-paths 

▪ Show earliest/latest/public times CR 58/62; edit them to test the new CR 

▪ Takeover parameters by adding a location 

o 06 Calendar  
▪ Reminder – select range of dates CR 74 currently only in test 3 
▪ Make a simple calendar = calendar features are not tested in this task 

- Use “copy parameters” to fulfill all parameters in all sub-paths 
- Copy to all locations in all sub-paths (also those who are only in some sub-paths) in T2 

from the first location to test CR 59/68“ 

- Bring the dossier to the phase you want to test it in with your wished account; ask RNE 

for support if using test 3 if needed – use “Bulk editing” setting the lights & dossier 

promotion even though only on one dossier! 

- Test “CR 73 Takeover of parameters” by adding a location following the use cases in 

CMS 

- Test “CR 70 Export of timetable” 

  



TASK 2: Test downgrade of lights improvement 

- To think about while testing: Should the parameters on the borders cause the 

downgrades? Preparation for the discussion on the PCS User group 

Open TEST 1, One person in the group = 2 roles in 2 browsers; Applicant and corresponding IM 

pair 

Leading: rade – DB Netz, Involved: sbb-cs – SBB, dbcbe – Infrabel 

DOSSIERS to be used (or you can create your own cases): 

Test dossier Case A = 3 territories, 3 Applicants, Harmonization (PR) 

- Add/remove a sub-path but the origin and destination should be the same 

o Expected: lights not downgraded 

- Initiate a change that is triggering a downgrade 

o Multiple light combinations, multiple causes for the downgrade 

o Expected: once the light of the editor is set to green, lights of the affected 

neighbour is downgraded 

- Place a comment as each role to test the new commenting allowance 

Label:  

GR1 CR1431 Case A No1 – 245636 

GR1 CR1431 Case A No2 – 245637 

GR1 CR1431 Case A No3 – 245638 

GR1 CR1431 Case A No4 - 247577 

 

Test dossier Case B = 3 territories, 1 Applicant, Path Elaboration (draft offer) 

- Create inconsistencies in calendar and set the light to green (other participants already 

on green) 

o Expected: lights not downgraded 

- Place a comment as each role to test the new commenting allowance 

Label:  

GR2 CR1431 Case B No1 - 245639 

GR2 CR1431 Case B No2 - 245640 

GR2 CR1431 Case B No3 – 245641 

GR2 CR1431 Case B No4 - 247578 

  



 

Test dossier C = 3 territories, 1 Applicant, Post-processing (Final) 

- Create inconsistencies in calendar and set the light to green (other participants already 

on green) 

o Expected: lights not downgraded 

- Place a comment as each role to test the new commenting allowance 

Label:  

GR3 CR1431 Case C No1 – 245642 

GR3 CR1431 Case C No2 - 245643 

GR3 CR1431 Case C No3 – 245645 

GR3 CR1431 Case C No4 - 247579 

Test dossier D = 3 territories, 3 Applicants, Active Timetable (prepared for PM & PA testing) 

Reason for testing: downgrade in PM/PA works differently. The group should test it and decide if 

there is a reason why this would need to be like that, or it should be aligned with the behaviour 

in the main process types. 

- Place a comment as each role to test the new commenting allowance 

Label:  

GR4 CR1431 Case D No1 - 245646 

GR4 CR1431 Case D No2 – 245647 

GR4 CR1431 Case D No3 – 245648 

GR4 CR1431 Case D No4 - 247580 

 

New notifications to Leading/Involved applicant:  

- All dossiers have the same pairs in test 1 = e-mail addresses can be set to your own for 

each group at the different time; groups will decide if they want to test this part 

- Minimum to trigger the notification:  

o Add/remove a sub-path but the origin and destination should be the same 

▪ Expected: lights not downgraded 

o Initiate a change that is triggering a downgrade 

▪ Multiple light combinations, multiple causes 

 

 

 



What causes the downgrade: 

• Border change (checks if the origin/destination of the sub-path is changed) 

o The border change downgrade works in both directions (up and down). 

o Border change detection is working on the following path section fields: 

▪ times (actual times) 

▪ min dwell time 

▪ alternative origin / destination 

▪ time zone offset 

▪ location 

▪ removed station 

o To detect the border changes (when the acceptance indicator is set to green) - we 

are comparing the dossier versions when the first-time border or calendar change 

happened and the latest version when the acceptance indicator is set to green. 

• Calendar inconsistency (checks if that change causes calendar inconsistencies in the 

subsequent neighbour’s territory) 

o The calendar inconsistency downgrade works only in one direction (only the first 

territory can downgrade the second territory) 

o To detect the calendar inconsistency changes (when the acceptance indicator is set 

to green) - we are checking only the latest dossier version. 

 

  



TASK 3: Confirmation message in bulk editing 

- Test from the desired account in the desired phase 

- Recommendation = test 3 TTP 2022 for carry forward 
- Test the limit of the system by trying to trigger all 3 different bulk editing types at once 
- Ask RNE to put the e-mail into the account you would like to use in test 1 (if needed) 

 

TASK 4: Colours in PaPs 

Search for a PaP, open it, check how the in the calendar legend looks like 

 

TASK 5: Make observation 

Ask RNE to assist you with adapting the deadlines, use Applicant’s account in Observation 

phase. Place an observation via the new “Make observation” view. 


